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Fes-ho possible! 

I am Yolanda Pastor , candidate for Mayor of Oliva with Projecte Oliva  (PRO 
Oliva) and in this program you will find the main action points of our manifesto 
aimed at improving our town.   

Projecte Oliva is an independant local party with 8 years of experience in 
managing our town. In the 2011-2015 elections we won two council seats, in the 
2015-2019 elections we won four. Throughout these past years our vocation 
has been providing a service to you in making our town a better place to live. 
Projecte Oliva has driven important improvements in Oliva in the areas of 
education, sports, tourism and public participation.  

Effort, consistency, work ethic and humanity are what you’ll find within our team. 
Our political platform does not respond to orders from a higher level which 
makes an ideal platform for us to be accessible to local people looking for a 
polite, direct and warm service from their representatives. 

In this leaflet you will find our proposals for the distinct areas of action that, with 
your help we will achieve. All of our proposals have been inspired by reform, are 
environmentally friendly and include a youthful point of view, as we feel that the 
younger generation are our future.     

The 20 propsals and 20 projects are at your disposal on our website 
www.projecteoliva.es. Our offices are situated on Calle San Carlos, 8 where 
you are welcome to come and comment or give us your opinion on our 
proposals.  

With the maximum responsibility we ask you to accompany us and show us 
your support with your vote as you know what Oliva needs and that we are 
capable of achieving it. 

Let’s make it possible! 
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20 PROPOSALS to make Oliva a better place to live 

1. URBAN PLANNING:  We need an updated urban plan for the town 
supporting all the principal access points and that will reflect future 
growth (new PGOU). The actual plan was drawn up in 1982 and 
represents a town that no longer exists. We will also create an 
Accessibility and mobility plan based on the use of bicycles (PMUS). To 
find the optimal solution for all residents of carrer Comte d’Oliva, carrer  
Niño and Natzaré 

2. CONNECTIONS: Connect Oliva with Piles along the coast, and with 
the new PGOU, chart out future connections with Oliva Nova and 
access for the town to the beach.  

3. AGRICULTURE:  Create a local office of agriculture for our farmers to 
have access to information and a direct contact with their councillor for 
agriculture. Provide a sanitary water supply for the Poligono El 
Brosquil. Provide a calendar with agricultural formation courses and 
informative meetings. 

4. MUNICIPAL VIGILANCE: Continue the installation of cameras and 
CCTV to prevent further thefts in the country side and to heighten 
security. 

5. BUSINESS: To make Oliva an attractive option for the Business person 
we need to provide the necessary infrastructures. It’s important that we 
open an entrepreneurial office to support and streamline the process 
for new businesses and facilitate the day to day function of pre-existing 
business. 

6. INDUSTRIAL ESTATES: improve the access to the poligono Jovades 
with a deceleration lane. To achieve a southern access point as 
entrance and exit for transit pertaining to produce generated by our 
Industrial estates. HGV parking at the Poligono El Brosquil. 

7. COMMERCE: Create an APP and platform on the web for local 
commerce where the local Business person can advertise their 
Business on-line. To work in collaboration with ACCO.  

8. MODERNISING public administration: We will adapt local 
administration and bring it into the digital era. An electronic 
administration is more accessible to the public, more efficient and 
flexible.   
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9. SPORTS: We consider that a larger Sports centre would be 
economically difficult to sustain. For this reason we feel that it would be 
more realistic to partially cover the outdoor courts and pitches and offer 
adequate maintenance to all sports installations and services. Provide 
sports areas in certain districts. Enhance the ALEEO, clubs and 
municipal schools sports.  

10. CULTURE:  The reformation of the Olimpia theatre is essential. To 
finish the Works remaining at the centre Olivense is also inevitable. 

11. FESTIVALS: Our local festivals are our heritage, for this reason we will 
facilitate the administration process where at current our associations 
are immersed in bureaucracy every time they have a public display. 
Provide support for all festive entities within the town.  

12. WORKS AND SERVICES . Renovation of the mobile municipal brigade 
and create a digital system for the administration of incidents. Provide 
constant maintenance to children’s parks and reform and revitalize 
pavements. Draw up an integral plan to renovate all public walkways.    

13. HUMAN RESOURCES:  Modify the relation of work places (RLT), 
optimise existing resources and reinforce key departments to enable a 
more functioning Town hall. 

14. SECURITY: Oliva is a secure town, however, we need to apply a better 
urban discipline, control the sale of illegal goods and implant more 
police presence in certain districts. Finish the local police station. 

15. OLDER GENERATION: Provide a day social centre for dependants 
and continue with all the activities we have provided this last term.  

16. SOCIAL WELL BEING AND WOMEN: Place in motion the prevention 
of violence and equality of opportunities in all municipal areas through 
social awareness and articulated through politics for mainstream 
gender equality. Demand the construction of a new medical centre San 
Francesc. 

17. EDUCATION: Create an integral plan against school absenteeism with 
the collaboration of different professionals specialising in these cases. 
Continue with the execution of the reformation of schools with the 
grants achieved.  

18. ENVIROMENT: Our governing actions are always inspired with a 
regard for reducing environmental impact. 
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19. TOURISM: Create a CDT (centre of local touristic development). 
Provide a plan of all scenic walkways and correctly signpost. Value 
natural areas such as la Font Salada, la Marjal and the Santa Anna 
castle. Establish agreements to increase the advertising of our touristic 
products, offers and the promotion of our image to increase our chance 
to compete. Offer the possibility to increase touristic accommodation 
with a new PGOU. Develop a complete program of activities from April 
to September to reactivate the maritime centre.  

20. BEACHES: The access to the beaches will be our first point of action. 
 We will create parking areas for the 6 beaches; provide adequate access 
 with recycling bins, benches and shaded areas. Increase the total 
 amount of installations and services until all areas have complete 
 lifeguard coverage.    
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20 PROJECTS 
 

1.   Paving of the Paseo Joan Miro and bring to ter m the prolongation 
 of the Paseo Joan      Fuster and the remodelling of the l’Estaction 
 park (taxi rank) 
2.  Finish construction of the Local Polica station . 
3. Complete the Centre Olivense. 
4. Reform and refurbish the Olímpia theatre. 
5. Execute the construction of a kiosk at the Hort de la Bosca park and 

convert the area into a cultural leisure zone. 
6. Finish the construction pertaining to the bar in  the new Trinquet. 
7. Construct a youth leisure area, skating area and  amplify the gym 

park.   
8. Approve a new contract for rubbish Collection an d Cleaning of the 

roads and beaches.  
9. Provide support for all associations relating to  culture, festivals, 

music and all those of a social and solidarity natu re.  
10. Provide cover for all outdoor tracks and pitche s at the Sports 

centre. 
11. Provide a plan to revitalise the old town prior itising the generation 

of parking places.  
12. Remodel the paseo Mitja Galta, Mirador and the street Verge del 

Mar. 
13. Reform the old medical centre at the Beach and convert it into a 

social and cultural centre. 
14. Remodel of the carrer San Vicente. 
15. Adapt the park Santa Anna to provide a green sp ace and create an 

area of sports and recreation. 
16. Refurbish a camp ground as a leisure area and n ature school. 
17. Continue to provide better disability access to  the beaches. 
18. Execute a pilot Project for natural beaches and  compatibility of 

uses. 
19. Install pic-nic areas alongside all natural and  touristic zones. 
20. Provide a Police station at the Beach for the s ummer season. 
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• Continue to demand and reclaim that the superior au thorities 
provide Oliva with all necessary infrastructures: s outh access, 
exempt from tolls on the AP7 and a train line.   

 

 

We will continue to work, as we have up until now, in constant contact with our 
neighbourhood associations, school councils, agricultural societies, Sports 
entities, culture, tourism, Semana santa bands, Falles, Moros y Cristianos …. In 
a way that public participation is positive for all involved, we will be consistent in 
the continuing maintenance of municipal installations and above all we will be 
open and accessible to all citizens. Yolanda Pastors team are humane and 
prepared to listen, manage and solve problems.  We are convinced that in 
politics it is essential to be in direct and constant contact with the public. 

 

Lets make it possible! 

 

 


